Abstract. In the case of local fields of positive characteristic we introduce an analogue of Fontaine's concept of Galois modules with crystalline height h ∈ N. If h = 1 these modules appear as geometric points of Faltings's strict modules. We obtain upper estimates for the largest upper ramification numbers of these modules and prove (under an additional assumption) that these estimates are sharp.
the ramification index of K over E. In this situation an analogue of the category of finite flat p-group schemes over R is the category of O-strict modules over R with etale generic fibre. (The concept of O-strict module was introduced in [Fa] .) This category was studied in [Ab4] , where the following ramification estimate 2 was obtained: This estimate is a complete analogue of the above Fontaine's estimate for p-group schemes in the mixed characteristic case.
For h ∈ N, we apply Fontaine's idea from [Fo3] to introduce the category of O[Γ K ]-modules MG h (O) K with "crystalline height" h. Notice that if H ∈ MG 1 (O) K then H appears in the form G(K sep ), where G is an O-strict module over R. Then we apply methods from [Ab4] to prove in section 3 the ramification estimate:
if H ∈ MG h (O) K and π N H = 0 then for v > e N − 1 + h− 1 − 1, Γ
K acts trivially on H.
The proof uses essentially the existence of embedding of any H ∈ MG h (O) K in a π-divisible group consisting of objects of the category MG h (O) K . This statement is parallel to the corresponding statement for h = 1 from [Ab4] and is proved in section 2. Finally, we show in section 4 that the above ramification estimates can not be improved if −h N − 1 ≡ 0 mod p. Notice that this estimate does not match with the above mentioned estimate for subquotients of crystalline representations in the mixed characteristic case. One can say that in the case of local fields of positive characteristic the Galois modules with finite crystalline height do not give a precise analogue of crystalline representations.
Everywhere in the paper if f : A −→ B and g : B −→ C are morphisms then their composition will be denoted as f g, i.e. for any a ∈ A, (f g)(a) = g(f (a)).
Main notation and results.
1.1. The categories mod(O) R and MG(O) K . As in the introduction, let q ∈ N be a power of a prime number p. Let O = F q [[π] ] be a ring of formal power series in one fixed indeterminate π and denote by E the fraction field of O. Let R be an O-algebra. Everywhere in the paper R is an integral domain with the fraction field K. Choose a separable closure K sep of K and set Γ K = Gal(K sep /K).
Denote by σ = σ q : R −→ R the ring endomorphism of R such that σ(r) = r • L is a free R-module of finite rank;
2 the statement of this result in the Introduction to [Ab4] contains a misprint
Remark. We have a natural embedding End
) be an object of the category mod(O) R . Consider the Ralgebra A = A(L) := Sym R L/I, where the ideal I is generated by the elements
elements. Notice that G has a natural structure of a group scheme over R given by the comultiplication ∆ A : A −→ A ⊗ K A and the counit e A :
As a result, we obtain a structure of O-comodule on A. Therefore, G(K sep ) is an O-module with a natural continuous action of the Galois group
As a matter of fact, with the above notation the correspondence L → G induces an antiequivalence of the category mod(O) R and the category of finite flat p-group schemes G over R with etale generic fibre, zero Verschiebung V G and a structure of O-module scheme.
The categories mod
, where L is an object of the category mod h (O) R . We are going to prove the following three results:
• if H ∈ MG h (O) K then H can be embedded into a π-divisible group of finite height, consisting of objects of the category MG h (O) K ;
• with the above notation if −h N − 1 ≡ 0 mod p then the above ramification estimate is sharp.
Remark. In the context of classical p-group schemes an analogue of the above first result is Raynaud's theorem stating that any finite flat group schems admits embedding into a p-divisible group (even into an abelian scheme). In the context of O-strict modules (the case h = 1) this result was proved in [Ab4] . The case of arbitrary h will be proved in the next section by esssentially the same method. It 3 seems our method can be also applied to prove an analogue of this statement for Fontaine's modules of finite cryatalline height in the mixed characteristic case.
2. Embedding into a π-divisible group.
2.1. The concept of π-divisible group.
Tate's definition of p-divisible groups in the category of finite flat p-group schemes admits the following interpretation in the categories MG h (O) K and mod
where for any n ∈ N, H n ∈ MG h (O) R and i n : H n −→ H n+1 are embeddings of O[Γ K ]-modules such that if n > m and i mn : H m −→ H n is the composition of i m , . . . , i n−1 , then we have the short exact sequence
and j nm i n−m,n = π n id H n . The above definition can be also adjusted to the category mod
Then we can proceed similarly to introduce a [π]-divisible group as an inductive system {L n , i n } n 1 of objects of the category mod h (O) R , where all i n are strict embeddings.
2.2. The statement of the first main theorem.
The above theorem is implied by the following theorem.
The proof of theorem A will be given in nn.2.3-2.6 below.
Lemma. There is a unique
Proof. Because F is injective and Im
implies the part c) of our lemma.
Then in obvious notation
and we have the following rules of composition
The proof of the following proposition is quite straightforward.
L n will be the free R-module of rank 2ns with the basis consisting of all coordinates of the vectorsē 1 , . . . ,ē 2n . Define the linear maps F n :
n by the following relations, where 1 m n:
where for i 0, the matrices
Proof. It is obviously true if i 1, because in this case X i = Y i are just scalar matrices. If i = 0 then
The lemma is proved.
Proof. We must prove that i 0 Π i Y i = 0. But
Proof. Clearly, F n is injective (use that det D = 0 and det C = 0). It will be sufficient to verify the following two properties:
Let 1 m n. Verify a):
The proposition is proved.
Notice that for any n 1 we have natural strict embeddings i n : L n −→ L n+1 in the category mod h (O) R . Then the above proposition implies the following corollary.
It remains to verify that f is a morphism in the category mod
Proof. Let 1 m N . Verify a):
by Lemma 2 from n.2.5. The proposition is proved.
Ramification estimates.
Suppose h ∈ N and H ∈ MG h (O) K , where O = O E is the valuation ring of the field of formal Laurent series E = F q ((π)), K = k((u)) is an extension of E with perfect residue field k, R = O K is the valuation ring of K and e is the ramification index of the extension K/E.
K acts trivially on H. The proof of Theorem B follows the strategy from [Ab4] (where the case h = 1 was considered) and will be given in nn.3.1-3.4 below.
3.1. We can assume that H is a π N -torsion part of a π-divisible group in the category MG 
, where det(C 1 ) = 0 and
with the agreementē i =0 if i 0. Then H is a set of K sep -points of the K-scheme B given by the equations
HereX 1 , . . . ,X N are copies of the vectorX, which contains as its coordinates s independent variables and by definitionX i =0 if i 0.
Auxilliary field
Let α be a rational positive number with zero p-adic valuation. Then there are m ∈ N, gcd(m, p) = 1, and M ∈ N such that α = m/(q M − 1). Notice that for a 8 given α, the corresponding numbers m and M are not unique and can be chosen to be arbitrarily large if neccessary.
Then there is a field extension K α of K with the same residue field k such that [K α : K] = q M and its Herbrand function equals
From the construction of this field extension K α /K, cf. [Ab3] , it follows the existence of a uniformising element
Introduce the field isomorphism h α : K −→ K α = k((u α )) such that h α (u) = u α and h| k = id. We have the following property:
Agree to use the following notation:
3.3. Consider the K α -scheme B α given by the equations
HereȲ 1 , . . . ,Ȳ N are copies of the vectorȲ , which contains as its coordinates s independent variables, and by definitionȲ i =0 if i 0. Denote byh α : K sep −→ K sep any field isomorphism, which extends the field isomorphism h α from n.3.2. Clearly,h α induces a one-to-one map between the points B(K sep ) and B α (K sep ). In particular, if L, resp. L α , is the field of definition of all points from B(K sep ), resp. This Lemma implies obviously the following corollary.
Proof of Lemma. Prove first the part a). 
. . ,Z N satisfy the following equations (where by definition
Notice that by the choice of α,
Prove that the system (3) has a unique solutionZ 
On the other hand, if we apply the composition property of Herbrand's functions
where x 0, to their last corner points then we obtain
Choose α ∈ Q and the corresponding M ∈ N, cf. n.3.2, such that
Then by Corollary from n.3.3 we have L α = LK α and
The contradiction. Therefore, the above assumption about v = v(L/K) is false and our Theorem is completely proved.
Computation of an upper ramification number.
As earlier, h, N ∈ N, K = k((u)) with perfect k of characteristic p, q is a power of p, E = F q ((π)) is a subfield in K, R and O are valuation rings in K and, resp. E, and e = e(K/E) is the ramification index of the field extension K/E. 
The statement of the main result
This embedding is strict and gives rise to the following short exact sequence in the category mod
where
is the free R-module with the basis e 1 1 , . . . , e
n with 1 n N and e (4) T
where by definition T n = 0 if n 0. Notice that L 1 is the composite of K 1 and the field L of definition of all points of H over K. Because K 1 is tamely ramified over K, our theorem will be proved if we show that
4.3. Let v K be the valuation of K sep normalised by the condition v K (u) = 1.
Proposition. Suppose 1 n N and r ∈ Z 0 is such that rh < n (r + 1)h.
Proof. Use induction on 1 n N .
If n = 1 the statement is obviously true, because
) and r = 0.
Suppose the proposition is proved for all n < n.
If n h then the proposition follows from the equation for T 0 h and the inequal-
If n > h then r 1 and we have the following inequalities
Indeed, by the induction assumption all terms in the left-hand side are not less than −(h − 1)e + − eh q − 1 + 1 q r+1 and this number is strictly larger than
Therefore, the equation for T 0 n implies that
Let
∈ Q be a rational number from n.3.2, then we have the field extension K α of K and a field automorphismh α :
Obviously, we can assume thath α is chosen in such a way that K 1α := K α (π 1α ) =h α (K 1 ) will coincide with the composite
Also notice that for any a ∈ K, it holds
is the field of definition of all solutions (equivalently, of any solution) of the system of equations
, 1 n N,
, . . . , T 0 N α ) of this system and introduce for 1 n N , new variables Z n such that
. . , Z N satisfy the following system of equations
and, therefore, system (4) from n.4.2 can be rewritten in the following equivalent form
Similarly, the system
is equivalent to system (6). It remains only to substitute T n = Z n + T The lemma is proved.
Finally, notice that if w = u π qh 1 1 π N −1 then w ∈ K 1α and v K (w) = −ε(α).
4.6. Now we can finish the proof of theorem C.
By theorem B, v := v(L/K) C(h, N ) := e(N − 1) + eqh q − 1 − 1. Suppose this inequality is strict. Choose α = m/(q M − 1) ∈ Q from n.4.4, which satisfies the additional conditions from the beginning of n.4.5 and such that v < α * = α(1 − q −M ) < α < α * + ε(α) = C(h, N ) and ε(α)q M > C(h, N ). The first above new requirement can be satisfied because ε(α) can be chosen arbitrarily small and the second one will be satisfied if we choose a sufficiently large M for a given α.
